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The present note has been drawn up by the Secretariat of the
Arrangement in accordance with the terms of Article IV, paragraph 1(a),
thereof. The note presents a summary of the international situation and
outlook for bovine meat and specific elements of the world beef economy on
a country-by-country basis. (Summaries of the situation and outlook for
pigmeat, poultry meat and sheepmeat will be published as an addendum.) In
the preparation of this document, the following sources, inter alia, have
been used: several USDA reports; and various issues of the National
Cattle Market Bulletin, Cattle Council of Australia; European Weekly
Market Survey, Meat and Livestock Commission; Informe Ganadero, Buenos
Aires; Marché International du Bétail et des Viandes, CFCE; the Drovers
Journal; Market Commentary, Agriculture Canada; Preços Agricolas, Boletim
Mensal Brazil; Guia Financiera, Uruguay; Agra Europe and responses to the
questionnaire submitted by 5 June 1992.

NB: The countries whose names are followed by an asterisk (*) are those
for which the Secretariat had no new data. For these countries, the text
of the last report, The International Markets for Meat, 1991/92, has been
reproduced.
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I. INTERNATIONAL SITUATION AND OUTLOOK IN THE BOVINE MEAT SECTOR

Situation in 1991

1. Last year the bovine meat sector was affected by a low world economic
growth and a difficult recovery from recession in a number of industrial
countries, as well as rising unemployment. Estimated output in developing
countries declined and, despite some bright spots, inflation remained a
major problem in many developing nations, and political turmoil in the
ex-USSR and the Central and Eastern European countries had a significant
impact on this region's meat economy. Economic activity in the Middle East
began to resume, allowing for increased meat trade opportunities. In
South America, extensive economic liberalization in a number of countries,
major producers of meat, led to large reforms of the meat sector.
Developing economies in Asia continued to strengthen and, despite lower
beef imports by Japan last year, this region remained the most dynamic one
in the international meat trade.

Production

2. In 1991, beef production in participating countries increased by
approximately 2.5 per cent. The most significant rise occurred in the
European Community, where the reduction of milk quotas led to higher cow
cull, particularly so in the new German Federal states. Production was
also significantly higher in New Zealand, due to increased cattle slaughter
and improved weights as a result of plentiful feed supplies. In Japan too,
production was up, reflecting higher numbers of Wagyu cattle. The most
significant production declines were registered in Uruguay, where cattle
herd, after having touched its lowest level in twenty years, is now
rebuilding; in Argentina, where a new economic orientation seems to be
leading to the reconstitution of a strongly depleted cattle herd and in
Canada, where herd rebuilding, but also increased sales of live cattle to
the United States, resulted in decreased cattle slaughter. In the
United States, increased carcass weights and a large number of dairy cows
in the slaughter mix, resulted in a small output expansion in spite of the
(modest) herd rebuilding. While in Australia beef production showed little
difference from 1990, in all the Central and Eastern European countries
participating in the Arrangement, Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, Romania and
Yugoslavia, cattle herd depletion continued and even accelerated in some
cases. The fall in cattle numbers is largely responsible for the
production drop in some of these countries, but strong slaughter resulted
in production increases in others.

Consumption

3. Total beef and veal consumption is estimated to have increased by a
similar percentage than production (2-3 per cent). The rise in total
consumption is largely due to the population growth and the analysis of per
capita intake continued, in many cases, to show a shift from beef to
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cheaper competing meats (especially poultry meat), and to other sources of
proteins. The most significant beef per capita consumption fall was
registered in Canada, resulting from the production fall, higher retail
prices and the recession effects. In the United States the recession,
higher beef retail prices than in 1990, and large supplies of competing
meats, continued to depress the demand for beef. The situation in the
European Community was of particular interest because of the major impact
that the outbreak of the Bovine Spongiform Eucephalopaty (BSE) had in
consumption, in particular in the United Kingdom, in 1990. It now seems
that per capita consumption in the EC returned to levels similar to those
before the BSE outbreak. Although slightly below their 1989 levels, last
year's decrease compared to 1989 seems only to "naturally" continue the
annual gradual decrease registered in the last few years. The total beef
consumption growth registered last year, as the result of the population
growth, was far from absorbing the excess of supply provoked by the
production rise and, despite a strong export rise, EC stocks shot to record
levels in 1991.

Trade and international prices

4. Since the publication of the last report, in January 1992, bovine meat
export data has been revised upwards by most of the major exporting
countries, resulting in a total of approximately 100 thousand tons more
than previously estimated. According to this revised data, in 1991 exports
amounted to some 4.6 million tons, plus 13 per cent than in 1990. The rise
was largely due to increased sales by the European Community which, with
1.244 million tons (+59 per cent) reached a new record, put the Community
at the first rank of world exporters, and exceeded by some 300 thousand
tons the totality of decreases registered in other participating countries.
A third of the EC exports went to the Central and East European countries
and the Republics of the ex-USSR (especially Russia) and, even if most of
these exports were commercial transactions, they included food aid
operations and urgent sales under special credits. Other countries where
exports increased were Brazil where, among other reasons, the improvement
of the domestic control of sanitary conditions allowed exports to the
United States to resume; the United States, where a falling consumption
along with the production growth left increased export availabilities, and
New Zealand, where the increase in output went mostly to the export market,

5. Australian beef exports decreased last year reflecting lower sales to
Japan and a "Voluntary" Restraint Agreement (VRA) on exports, imposed by
the United States. Exports also fell in Argentina, due to herd retention
and increased domestic demand and in Uruguay as the result of the
production drop. With the exception of Hungary, beef exports in all the
other central and eastern European countries participants to the
Arrangement fell.

6. The Japanese import demand was affected last year by accumulated beef
stocks which the LIPC released to the market since April 1991, and a weaker
domestic demand by the middle of the year. However, beef import demand
remained strong in the Republic of Korea and Taiwan, partly offsetting the
Japanese decrease, and imports by some other countries in this region were
also up even if more modestly. In the United States, beef imports
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SELECTED COUNTRIES' TRADE IN BEEF¹
A. Exports

Estimates % Change Forecast % Change
1990 1991 1991/90 1992 1992/91

ARGENTINA 419.0 389.0 -7.2 300.0 -22.9

AUSTRALIA li81.1 1137.3 -3.7 1029.0 -9.5

BRAZIL 230.0 330.0 43.5 400.0 21.2

CANADA 109.1 104.0 -4.7 110.0 5.8

EC 782.0 1244.0 59.1 1000.0 -19.6

NEW ZEALAND 417.5 457.9 9.7 465.0 1.6

UNITED STATES 456.0 538.0 18.0 612.0 13.8

URUGUAY 192.0 126.0 -34.4 119.0 -5.6

OTHERS³ 339.0 322.4 -4.9 282.4 -12.4

TOTAL 4125.7 4648.6 12.7 4317.4 -7.1

A. Imports

Estimates % Change Forecast % Change
1990 1991 1991/90 1992 1992/91

BRAZIL 230.0 230.0 0.0 200.0 -13.0

CANADA 188.9 196.4 4.0 170.0 -13.4

EC 399.0 447.0 12.0 450.0 0.7

JAPAN 557.0 500.0 -10.2 580.0 16.0

UNITED STATES 1069.0 1091.0 2.1 1048.0 -3.9

ex-USSR ²,4 250.0 400.0 60.0 430.0 7.5
AFRICA 158.0 150.6 -4.7 170.4 13.1

OTHER ASIA4 271.0 338.0 24.7 382.0 13.0

MIDDLE EAST4 59.0 77.0 30.5 73.0 -5.2

CENTRAL & EASTERN
EUROPE 163.0 93.0 -42.9 92.0 -1.1

OTHER EUROPE² 26.9 17.9 -33.5 15.4 -14.0

TOTAL 3371.8 3540.9 5.0 3610.8 2.0

Thousand tons carcass weight equivalent, includes fresh, shelled, frozen,
cooked, canned and otherwise prepared bovine meat; excludes carcass weight
equivalent of live cattle.
³ Secretariat estimates
Includes other exporting/importing countries participating in the

Arrangement Regarding Bovine Meat. Secretariat estimates.
5 USDA, World Livestock Situation, F.A.S., FL&P 2-92, March 1992
Egypt, South Africa, Tunisia.
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increased somewhat but, in line with the application of the Meat Import
Law, if "Voluntary Export Restraint Agreements had not been negotiated with
Australia and New Zealand, import quotas would have been introduced.
Imports by the Republics of the former USSR are estimated to have increased
sharply (almost doubled), and came mostly from the European Community.

7. In 1991, beef prices decreased even if, on average, they remained
relatively firm. Decreasing prices in the United States and probably also
reduced import demand by Japan, resulted in lower international prices in
the Foot-and-Mouth Diseases (FMD) free area. In the FMD area, export
prices of manufacturing beef are believed to have declined by about
20 per cent, while prices for high quality beef, including 'Hilton' beef
prices, have increased.

Situation in 1992 and Short-term Outlook

8. Some significant developments can be signaied so far in 1992. In the
European Community, estimated cattle slaughter is declining, resulting in
diminishing beef production, while cattle prices seem to be showing some
improvement. However, the market still relies largely on intervention to
support prices. After a decrease, intervention purchases increased in
recent months and despite occasional sales, stocks by the end of last April
were reported at the same level than in December 1991. Exports seem to run
at sustained levels, even if lower than year earlier. It seems,
consequently, that beef supply continues to largely exceed domestic demand.
The return to a more balanced market situation in the Community seems to
depend on further production decreases as beef consumption seems to
stagnate. This may well intervene in the second half of the year, and
through 1993 when significant production cuts are expected to occur.
Exports are forecasted to decline significantly this year. The Community
agreed on the CAP reform last May. The level of support in the beef sector
will be reduced over three years (from 1 July 1993 to 30 June 1966).
However, the reform of the cereals sector is expected to lead to a
10 per cent fall in the average beef production prices. The effects of the
reform on the market remain difficult to assess at this stage, and it may
be questioned if they will be felt before 1994. A further new development
in the EC is the decision to replace vaccination against FMD by
slaughtering as from I January 1993. In theory, this could open Asian and
American markets to the EC beef.

9. In the United States, production is believed to be expanding slowly
and feed cattle prices have recovered somewhat in the beginning of 1992.
They are nevertheless expected to run below last year's level. Imports are
foreseen to decline, and it may be questioned whether VRAs on exports from
Australia and New Zealand will not once more be imposed in order to avoid
import quotas. The trigger level under the Meat Import Law is slightly
lower than last year. In Argentina, the meat export industry seems to be
faced with a difficult economic situation and low export availabilities.
This has given place to all sorts of rumours of, not as yet verified,
massive beef imports from the European Community. What is true is that
imports from Uruguay currently reach historical levels and exports are
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expected to decrease significantly by the year end. Brazil, where beef
exports are forecast to rise significantly in 1992, may also supply meat to
Argentina.

10. In Australia, although the projected beef production fall is expected
to result in lower export levels by the year end, so far this year,
abundant beef supplies due to the drought in major producing areas of the
country resulted in increased sales abroad. Exports to the United States,
Japan and Korea are up, but export prices would be down. New Zealand
expects to increase slightly its export tonnage this year reflecting
increased production and stagnant domestic demand.

11. Japanese beef production may be expected to rise modestly as the
result of continuing cattle herd expansion. Beef imports should rise due
to the reabsorption of the LIPC stocks and the decrease of import tariff
rates to 60 per cent. Prospects regarding beef imports by central and
eastern European countries and the former USSR, (especially the Republic of
Russia) remain uncertain and vary according to the sources. Most of the
sources foresee increased imports, but these may largely depend on the
availability of export credits. Import demand in the Middle East is
expected to continue improving especially in Iran, while Egypt is also
expected to import more beef this year. Mexico is emerging as a
significant live cattle and beef importer. While live cattle imports come
mostly from the United States, beef is originated in the United States, but
also in various European countries, including members of the EC.

12. In 1992, international bovine meat prices should not be expected to
show major changes compared to last year. Improved import demand in the
FMD free area seems to be met so far this year with increased supplies,
while in the FMD area low export availabilities in Argentina and Uruguay
are offset by increased supplies in Brazil, while the level of EC
intervention stocks largely offsets the production decrease there. At
best, it may be expected that the projected export reduction by the
Community will lead to some price firming in the FMD area in the second
half of the year, while in the FMD free area prices may remain relatively
unchanged taking into account the production growth in North America and
increased export availabilities in New Zealand which will offset the
predicted Australian export fall.
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Il. COUNTRY-BY-COUNTRY ANALYSIS

European Community

Reduction of cattle herd continues

13. According to the last December cattle census, cattle and calf numbers
in the Community decreased by 1.5 per cent in 1991, to 84.6 million head.
With the exception of Ireland and Portugal, cattle inventories declined in
all other EC countries, especially in Germany, where the fall was close to
12 per cent, representing an estimated 2.3 million head. Overall. cow
numbers fell by an estimated 1.7 per cent. The cut in dairy quotas, agreed
as part of the 1991/92 price review, resulted in the reduction of the dairy
herd in all countries. In the meantime, beef cow numbers went up in all
countries, except Germany and Greece. Current prospects are for the
continuation of herd reduction this year and in 1993.

Production rises in 1991, but per capita consumption changes little

14. Total cattle slaughter increased by 6.6 per cent (largely reflecting
massive cattle slaughter in the former Germany Democratic Republic), with
cow cull rising by 13 per cent, due to the reduction of milk quotas, and
representing 26.5 per cent of the total. Calf slaughtering was also up
(+13.6 per cent). As a result, estimated beef and veal production in the
EC rose by 5.3 per cent. This increase was only partially offset by the
consumption growth, estimated at 3.8 per cent and largely reflecting the
population growth. Such as in the last few years, in per capita terms,
(and excluding the increase compared to 1990 when BSE had depressed beef
consumption more than usual), beef consumption continued to slide down
slowly and this seems to be a key issue in the EC beef economy.

EUROPEAN COMMUNITY
BEEF PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION TRENDS

Million tons Kgs

25.5

24.5

7.5 5

722.5

6.5 21.5
1980 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92f 93f

- Production - Consumption
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Consumers may have a poor image of the product, but...

15. Reasons for the stagnation of beef consumption have been largely
advanced in the last reports but, even if it seems that consumers may have
a negative image of the product, it should not be excluded that the EC per
capita meat consumption (about 85 kgs. per year. one of the highest in the
world), may simply have reached a saturation level. In these conditions,
any significant change in the consumption of the most expensive meat, beef,
may only be possible at the expense of a major price reduction. This may
be true even in countries where the potential for higher beef intake seems
to exist (Greece, Portugal, Spain).

Signs of market improvement, but dependence on intervention remains strong

16. In 1991, live cattle prices averaged below their levels in 1990, but
have stabilised in the latter part of the year. Since the beginning of
1992, the beef market seems to be relatively stable. Cattle slaughter is
declining, resulting in diminishing beef production and cattle prices,
although low, show some improvement. However, despite the production fall,
the market still relies largely on intervention to support prices. Thus,
after declining in the beginning of the year, intervention purchases
increased again since then. Despite occasional sales, this resulted, by
the end of April 1992, in 873 thousand tons in intervention stocks, the
same level than in December 1991 and a 12 per cent rise over year earlier.
Taking into account that exports, although at levels below last year, are
reported to perform relatively well, it must be concluded that supply
continues to largely exceed domestic demand and that further production
decreases are required for the return to a more balanced market situation.
This may well intervene in the second half of the year and through 1993
because, even if per capita consumption is expected to stagnate, production
is projected to decline significantly.

Exports seen down from the 1991 record level

17. In 1991, the EC bovine meat exports reached 1.2 million tons, a new
record, 59 per cent over year earlier. The figure includes food aid
operations, and urgent sales to the Central and Eastern European countries
and the Republics of the ex-USSR. Sales to these countries represented
more than one third of total exports, most of which (some 320 thousand
tons) went to the Republic of Russia. From these, the largest part seem to
have been commercial sales. Other major markets last year were the Middle
East, namely Iran, Egypt, the Magrebian countries and Brazil. Although
remaining at a significant level, exports are reported to have slowed down
since the beginning of this year, and should decrease to 1 million tons for
the year as a whole. Along with the projected production drop, a further
decline is foreseen for 1993, to 850 thousand tons.

End of vaccination against FMD, opening door for new markets?

18. Beef and veal imports last year increased by 12 per cent, largely
reflecting increased exports from Central and Eastern European countries.
Imports should stabilise in 1992 and 1993. Last year, the EC decided to
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replace vaccination against Foot-and-Mouth disease (FMD) by slaughtering,
as from 1 January 1993. In theory, this could open Asian and American
markets to the EC beef, but possible effects in future imports may also be
questioned.

Policy developments

19. Last 21 May, the EC Ministers for Agriculture reached a political
agreement on the CAP reform. The reform will enter into force on 1 July
1993, and its major aspects are as follows:

20. The intervention price will be reduced by 15 per cent, 5 per cent per
year, between 1 July 1993 and 30 June 1996. Other changes in the
intervention system include the acceptance into intervention, during a
transitional period of three years, of carcasses weighing 150-200 kgs.
Ceilings on normal intervention purchases will be fixed at 750 thousand
tons in 1993, 650 thousand tons in 1994, 550 thousand tons in 1995,
400 thousand tons in 1996 and 350 thousand tons in 1997. The safety net
will apply in a member state where the market price falls below 60 per cent
of the intervention price, during a reference period. Young bulls,
category 0, will be excluded from intervention as from 1993. If this
category of cattle presently exceeds 60 per cent of total male cattle
slaughter, this exclusion will be phased in between 1993 and 1997.

21. The beef special premium will be fixed at 90 ECU per male bovine
animal paid twice in its lifetime (at 10 and 22 months). The payment of
the premium will depend on the stocking density, non applicable to small
holdings (up to 15 livestock units (LU)), and taking into account the
number of male bovines, suckler cows, sheep and the number of dairy cattle
needed to produce the milk quota attributed to the holding. It will be
fixed at 3.5 LU per hectare in 1993, 3 LU in 1994, 2.5 LU in 1995 and 2 LU
per hectare as from 1996. An additional 60 ECU per head premium may be
payed under certain conditions, to reduce the effects of seasonal excesses
of supply.

22. The suckler cow premium will be fixed at 120 ECU per cow and member
states may continue to grant an additional national premium up to a maximum
of 25 ECU per cow. The right to the premium will be limited, for each
producer, to the number of premiums paid in 1990, 1991 or 1992. The
payment of the premium will depend on the same stocking density as the beef
special premium. The transferability of the right for premium will be
possible and a national reserve equal to one per cent of the sum of
individual producers' limits will be set up in less favoured areas.

23. As an alternative to intervention, depending on member states
structures of production, the calf processing premium will be fixed at
120 ECU, and will apply to male dairy-bred calves withdrawn from production
before exceeding the age of 10 days.

24. The beef sector will also of course be affected by the reform of the
cereal sector. The essence of this reform is the reduction o. support
prices, compensated by new aids for set-side. In summary, the cereals
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target price will be reduced by 29 per cent from present levels to 1995/96;
co-responsibility levies will be suppressed from 1992/93 to 1995/96; the
intervention price will be set at 10 per cent below the target price; the
threshold price will be set at 45 ECU above the target price and, to
qualify for set-aside compensation, farmers must, in general, set-aside
15 per cent of arable area. The expected effect of the reduction of
institutional prices for cereals in the meat sector, is a 10 per cent fall
in the average production price.

ZChange Forecast %Change
1990 1991 1991/90 1992 1992/91

Cattle and calf
numbers 1) ... 84605.0 (-1.5) 81320.0 -3.9
(excl. ex-GDR) 80050.0 79406.0 -0.8

Beef and veal 3):

Production 2) ... 8728.0 (5.3) 8275.0 -5.2
(excl. ex-GDR) 7790.0 7900.0 1.4

Consumption 2) ... 7680.0 (3.8) 7770.0 1.2
(excl. ex-GDR) 7045.0 7200.0 2.2

Imports 399.0 447.0 12.0 450.0 0.7

Exports 782.0 1244.0 59.1 1000.0 -19.6

Stocks 3) 618.0 868.0 40.5 820.0 -5.5

1) '000 head, December of preceding year
2) '000 tons
3) Intervention stocks, 31 December

Finland

Beef cattle herd to rise sharply

25. As a result of the operation of the dairy quotas and especially of the
milk bonus scheme (under which 45 thousand cows were withdrawn from milk
production in the first quarter of 1991), cattle numbers decreased by 4 per
cent last year. Beef cows and heifers numbers increased but account for no
more than 5 per cent of the total herd. Forecasts for the June 1992 cattle
census suggest a further decline of total cattle numbers, but a dramatic
rise of the beef cattle herd, expected to reach 100 thousand head, compared
to 62.5 thousand last year. It seems that, as a result of the milk output
reduction programmes, producers are increasingly moving from dairy cattle
raisirg to beef cattle. This is despite the relatively low profitability
of beef cattle raising, largely due to the adverse climatic conditions
prevailing in the country. Nevertheless, if the forecast proves to be
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correct, beef cattie numbers wil; have moved from 4 to 8 per cent of the
total herd in two years.

Production expected to fall significantly in 1992

26. Total cattle slaughter showed a slight increase last year (+0.3 per
cent). However, this relative stability hides a 3 per cent growth in cow
slaughtering due to the milk output reduction programmes, compensated by a
27 per cent decrease of calf killing. Beef production increased by 3 per
cent, reflecting increased average slaughter weights. Declining cattle
numbers, in a downward trend since the beginning of the eighties in line
with efforts to curb milk output, should result in lower cattle slaughter
this year. Beef production is consequently expected to fall significantly.

Beef consumption sides down

27. Contrary to earlier estimates, last year per capita beef consumption
seems to have stagnated or even decreased slightly (-1.5 per cent, to 21.5
kgs.), despite somewhat reduced real retail prices (-1.4 per cent) and
improved real per capita income (+6 per cent). The fall appears to have
occurred especially in the last quarter of the year and may reflect a slow
down in the demand for unprocessed meat and products of lower processing
level (such as sausages), which seemed to be at the origin of a demand
boost in the second quarter of 1991. The Finnish preferred meat, pork, was
close to 64 per cent cheaper than beef and its per capita consumption (as
well as the consumption of poultry meat) rose by around 8 per cent. Beef
intake is foreseen to decline further this year.

Exports shot-up in 1991, but should fall back this year

28. Self-sufficient in beef, Finland imports small quantities of high
quality cuts in response to consumer preferences. In 1991, small
quantities were imported mainly from the United States and Sweden and it is
estimated that total imports this year will amount to 1 thousand tons.
Exports rose by 80 per cent, to 18 thousand tons, the highest level since
1987. Frozen meat exports, 44 per cent of the total, went mostly to
Mexico, while exports of canned product, 29 per cent of the total, went to
a number of different markets, Lebanon being the major one. Finally, sales
of fresh meat, representing 26 per cent of total exports went mostly to
Sweden. The average export price for frozen beef was US$1,460 per ton
f.o.b., down 21 per cent from year earlier. In 1992, the production fall
is expected to result in a significant export drop.
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%Change Forecast %Change
1990 1991 1991/90 1992 1992/91

Cattle and calf
numbers: 1315.4 1) 1263.2 1) -4.0 1242.0 2) -1.7

Beef and veal 3):

Production 118.2 121.6 2.9 113.0 -7.1

Consumption 108.4 107.3 -1.0 105.0 -2.1

Exports 10.0 18.0 80.0 7.0 -61.1

1) '000 head, 1 December 2) '000 head, 1 June 3) '000 tons

Sweden *

Decline of cattle numbers resume

29. The effects of the termination of the two-price system for milk as of
1 January 1989 continued to be felt through 1990 and 1991. With a rise of
close to 3 per cent in 1990, cattle numbers totalled 1.7 million head.
After three years of significant falls, dairy cow numbers were down by only
0.8 per cent, accounting for 32.7 per cent of the total cattle herd.
However, they fell back again by 9 per cent last year and in June 1991
total cattle numbers were 0.6 per cent below 1990. Despite the cattle herd
increase in 1990, it can be expected that further sharp decreases will
occur in the next two years, due to the new food policy which entered into
force on 1 July 1991.

Production falls and consumption stagnates

30. Estimated cattle slaughter fell by 5.5 per cent last year and is
expected to continue to slide down in 1992 and 1993. Occurring at a moment
of declining producer prices (-7 per cent) during the first nine months of
1991), lower cattle slaughter appears also related to falling cattle
numbers. Estimated beef production decreased in 1991 to 141 thousand tons
from 147 thousand tons in 1990. Increased weights, apparently reflecting
rapidly growing beef cow numbers, partly offset the production drop and
should support a slight output rise this year despite lower cattle killing.

31. Beef and veal consumption is estimated to have stagnated last year.
There are no meat retail prices available. but lower producer and wholesale
prices suggest a possible decrease at the retail level. A depressed
economic situation and lower production may be the explanation for the
consumer apathy for beef. Pigmeat and especially poultry meat consumption
increased last year assumably due to expected lower retail prices. With
the exception of sheepmeat, the consumption of all kinds of meat is
expected to increase somewhat in 1992.
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Phase-out of export subsidies in July 1991 and sharp export falls in 1991,
1992 and 1993

32. In 1991, estimated bovine meat imports reached 14 thousand tons,
compared to 12.6 thousand tons in 1990, reflecting the production drop.
Frozen beef accounts on average for 60-80 per cent of total imports and
Poland, Australia and Yugoslavia have been the major suppliers in the last
few years. During the first half of 1991 beef and veal exports totalled
7.6 thousand tons compared to 7 thousand in 1990. In July 1991, the new
Swedish agricultural policy was implemented and the discontinuation of
export subsidies initiated. However, taking into account other aspects of
the new policy in the dairy sector (which should lead to the liquidation of
60 to 100 thousand dairy cows) and foreseen difficulties in limiting
surplus production in the pigmeat sector, exports will still be granted
some support. This support, will nevertheless be lowered and will be
totally phased out in three years.

SWEDEN
BEEF AND VEAL EXPORTS

'000 tons

40-

30

20-

10

1980 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92f 93f

33. In the period July to October 1991 exports fell by more than
50 per cent compared to the same period of 1990. The decrease is seen as
an immediate reaction to the new policy. Total exports by the year end are
estimated to have shown a drop of nearly 30 per cent, to 9 thousand tons,
while they are expected to reach half of this level in 1992 and 1993.

Policy developments

34. A new agricultural policy was introduced on 1 July 1991 and will be
fully implemented after a five-year transitional period. It is based on
the principle that agriculture should be subject to the same conditions as
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other sectors. Producers should only be paid for goods and services for
which there is a demand. The main elements of the new policy concern
border protection, mainly variable import levies, which will remain
unchanged pending the outcome of the Uruguay Round negotiations, and the
phase out of internal market regulations, which started on 1 July 1991. As
a result collective financing of agricultural exports were, by and large,
discontinued. Thus, in the meat sector, internal support measures and
export subsidies were abolished on 1 July 1991. However, due to parallel
adjustment measures in the dairy sector and the foreseen difficulties in
reducing pigmeat production, public means to assist exports will still be
granted during a transitional period of three years (1991/1992
- SEK 200 million; 1992/93 - SEK 150 million; 1993/94 - SER 100 million).

1990 Estimates % Change Forecast % Change
1991 1991/90 1992 1992/91

Cattle and1Calf
numbers:¹/ 1,695.0 1,684.0 -0.6 1,648.0 -2.1

Beef and veal:²/

Production 147.0 141.0 -4.1 143.0 1.4

Consumption 149.0 149.0 0.0 154.0 3.4

Imports 12.6 14.0 11.1 14.0 0.0

Exports 12.8 9.0 -29.7 4.0 -55.6

¹/'000 head, June 2/'000 tons

Norway

Cow herd grows, despite measures to discourage milk production

35. Contrary to earlier estimates, cattle herd in Norway increased last
year. The rise reflects higher numbers of all the categories of cattle,
and especially dairy cows. This particular rise appears difficult to
conciliate with reductions in milk quotas and the tightening of the
two-price system for milk which could be expected to result, as they did in
1990, in lower dairy cows' inventories. Furthermore, in the light of those
measures, cow slaughter mi-ht also be expected to have increased, but
current data indicates a 5 per cent reduction. Nonetheless, cow and calf
numbers are foreseen to decrease this year, leading to lower total cattle
inventories by the year end.
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Production down...

36. Despite increased average carcass weights, lower cattle slaughter last
year resulted in a close to 3 per cent production fall. Likewise,
increased cull this year should result in a production growth. On a longer
term, the policies pursued to curb milk production will result in a
somewhat reduced bovine meat output. This is expected to occur already in
1993, when beef output is projected to fall.

...but consumption up..

37. Increased real per capita disposable incomes allowed for increased per
capita beef consumption for the second consecutive year. But last year the
percentage growth was lower than in 1990, probably as the result of a 6 per
cent rise in retail prices (compared to only 2 per cent in 1990) and a
reduction of competing meats' prices. This trend for continued but modest
consumption growth is expected to continue in the near future.

... and falling exports

38. The production drop and the consumption rise put Norway's
self-sufficiency ratio at 100.5 per cent last year, leaving little room for
exports, which decreased sharply. Mexico was the major export destination
with 55.2 per cent of the sales of frozen beef (the bulk of Norway's
exports) followed by Sweden.
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%Change Forecast %Change
1990 1991 1991/90 1992 1992/91

Cattle and calf
numbers 1): 998.4 999.5 0.1 1011.0 1.2

Beef and veal 2):

Production 81.6 79.2 -2.9 83.3 5.2

Consumption 76.4 78.8 3.1 79.8 1.3

Imports 1.4 1.4 -3.1 1.0 -27.2

Exports 7.9 2.8 -64.6 3.5 24.6

1) '000 head, 1 January 2) '000 tons

Switzerland *

Cattle inventories reduced

39. The continuing decline in producer prices seems to be at the origin of
the cattle numbers fall in 1990/1991. In April 1991 the cattle census
showed a 1.4 per cent drop in numbers, to 1.8 million head, due to the
decrease of the inventories of virtually all the categories of cattle. The
decline in calf numbers, which represents approximately 33 per cent of the
total herd, was particularly strong (-18 thousand head), while dairy cow
numbers (51 per cent of the herd) decreased by 3.3 thousand head.

Production decreases

40. Slaughter of both female cattle and adult male cattle went up during
the first half of the year, reflecting falling prices. Average slaughter
weights for all categories of cattle were down due to poorer feeding
conditions and this offset to a certain extent higher slaughter levels,
resulting in a relatively unchanged production compared to the same period
of 1990. However, beef and veal output are estimated to have increased by
almost 2 per cent for the first nine months of the year, but current
estimates for the year as a whole are for production to have reached
162 thousand tons, 1.2 per cent down from 1990. Veal output increased
somewhat following higher slaughtering and lower loss of carcass weight.

Consumption decreases despite lover retail prices

41. From January to September 1991, beef consumption declined by
5 per cent despite lower retail prices. Lower beef production and
decreased prices of competing meats, along with a weak economic environment
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seem to be the reasons behind the beef consumption fall. It was
nevertheless expected that by the end of the year per capita consumption
remained almost unchanged at 25 kgs. when compared to 1990.

Imported slow down in 1991

42. In response to lower demand, beef and veal imports decreased during
the first nine months of the year (-10 per cent). By the year end
estimates are for imports to total 10 thousand tons, only 500 tons
below 1990. Major suppliers of the fresh or chilled product continued to be
Argentina, the EC and Brazil. Frozen beef came mostly from Argentina and
canned meat from the European Community. Live cattle imports totalled an
estimated 4.4 thousand head, coming virtually all from the Community.

1990 Estimates Z Change Forecast Z Change
1991 1991/90 1992 1992191

Cattle anl/calf 1,855.2 1,828.9 -1.4 1,8103/ -1.0
numbers-

Beef and veal²/:

Production 164.0 164.0 5.7 161.0-3 -0.6

Consumption 178.6 175.0 -2.0 174.0 -0.6

Imports 10.5 10.0 -4.8 9.53/ -5.0

¹/'000 head, 21 April 2/ '000 tons 3/Secretariat estimates

Cattle herd expansion ends

43. After three years of expansion, cattle herd in Austria declined last
year by 2 per cent. With the exception of dairy heifers, numbers for all
other categories of cattle were down, including beef cow's numbers which
were largely responsible for the herd growth in 1990. In Une with herd
reduction, cattle slaughter increased for the second consecutive year by
close to 5 per cent, mostly because of higher cow cull (+14.5 per cent).

Duesite increased supplies of all mQats. retail beef prices increase

44. Increased cattle slaughter resulted in a 4 per cent beef and veal
production growth. Although the data is available, if 1992 confirms herd
reduction, beef output may be expected to increase further this year. As
the result of herd reduction, real producer prices went down by 7 per cent

Austria
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in 1991, reflecting large cattle supplies. However, real retail beef
prices were up by 3 per cent. This rise seems surprising not only because
cattle prices were down, but also because of increased supplies of all
types of meat to the market.

Beef consumption down again?

45. Total meat consumption in Austria reached 87.4 kgs. in 1990, probably
close to a saturation level. Pigmeat being by far the consumers' preferred
meat, and also much cheaper (prices are more then 40 per cent below those
for beef), probably only significant beef price reductions might have some
effect in increasing beef intake. Despite growing real per capita
disposable incomes, last year's price rise probably resulted in a further
reduction of per capita consumption (21.7 kgs. in 1990, from an average
close to 25 kgs. in the second half of the seventies).

Exports decline, despite increased -roduction

46. Despite the production increase and an assumed total consumption
stagnation, beef and veal exports (mostly fresh and chilled) went down by
9 per cent last year. The fall reflects lower sales to Italy, which
represents more than 60 per cent of the total Austrian exports. Average
export prices were, at US$3,117 per ton f.o.b., 10.5 per cent below their
1990 level. Live cattle exports, also virtually all to Italy, rose from 2
to 3 thousand heads.

%Change Forecast %Change
1990 1991 3) 1990/89 1992 3) 1991/92

Cattle and calf
numbers 1): 2584.0 2532.0 -2.0 2500.0 -1.3

Beef and veal 2):

Production 231.8 241.7 4.3 245.0 1.4

Consumption 166.0 166.0 0.0 160.0 0.0

Exports 56.0 51.0 -8.9 62.0 21.6

3) Secretariat estimates1) '000 head 2) '000 tons
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Bulgaria

Cattle herd deleted

47. For the tenth consecutive year, cattle numbers fell again in Bulgaria
in 1991, even if, according to unofficial sources, the rate of reduction
may be slowing down. At 1.52 million head, estimated cattle numbers were
down by 3.4 per cent compared to 1990. The decrease, which brought cattle
numbers to their lowest level since 1975, was once more related to
continuous serious cattle feeding difficulties following weak harvests and
hard currency availability problems which led to an almost uninterrupted
bovine meat production fall since 1985. It is also clear that the overall
situation of the Bulgarian economy has a share of responsibility in this
evolution. The economy is characterised by deep imbalances, including the
disruption of the internal markets, increasing internal and external debts
and deteriorated terms of trade.

BULGARIA
CATTLE NUMBERS AND BEEF PRODUCTION
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Meat production and consumption falling significantly

48. According to unofficial sources, in 1991, overall meat production
decreased by about 9 per cent, and beef output fell by 8-9 per cent to some
126 thousand tons. In other words, the declining trend registered in 1990
continued last year and probably even accelerated officiali data puts beef
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and veal production in industrial slaughter houses at 57.5 thousand tons.
There is no data available allowing for a comparison with 1990). Estimated
at 13.1 kgs in 1990, a marginal decline when compared to 1989, per capita
bovine meat consumption has increased since 1987 in spite of the
unfavorable economic environment. However, unofficial information suggest
that consumption may have fallen significantly last year.

Imports and export down

49. In 1988, after ten years of trade surplus, Bulgaria again became a net
importer of bovine meat. However, in 1990, and at 8.5 thousand tons,
imports were 64 per cent below 1989 and another sharp decline was

registered last year, when imports totalled only 800 tons. Most of the
meat imported was canned and Denmark was the main supplier, followed by
Hungary and Czechoslovakia.

50. Exports amounted to only 3 thousand tons in 1990 and only 200 tons
were exported last year. Greece and Kuwait were the major markets.
Bulgaria, where pigmeat consumption is more than three times higher than
that of beef, has nevertheless been able to keep a relative
self-sufficiency in bovine meat largely dependent, however, on heavy
imports of cattle feed. Live cattle exports have increased by 24 per cent
last year, to 25.8 thousand heads. Libya, representing 63.6 per cent of
the total, seems to have been the first
and Turkey.

export market followed by Lebanon

%Change Forecast ZChange
1990 1991 1991/90 1992 1992/91

Cattle and calf
numbers 1) 2): 1577.0 1524.0 -3.4 1512.0 -0.8

Beef and veal 3):

Production 2) 137.0 126.0 -8.0 126.0 0.0

Consumption 2) 131.0 120.0 -8.4 123.0 2.5

Imports 8.5 0.8 -90.6

Exports 3.0 0.2 -93.3 ... ...

1) '000 head, 1 January 2) USDA estimates or forecasts 3) '000 tons
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Hungary

Herd depletion continues

51. At 1.42 million head, cattle numbers in Hungary continued their
downward trend, reaching in 1991 the lowest level in the last thirty years.
The cow herd represented 39 per cent of the total. This evolution, which
was accentuated by the 1990 drought, was partly due to the problems of the
dairy sector where substantial price rises led to a contraction of demand
and increasing difficulties to sell the products. As a result, the
Hungarian authorities introduced last year a reduction scheme for milk
production consisting of a bonus to milk producers in order to stimulate
dairy cow slaughtering.

HUNGARY
CATTLE NUMBERS AND BEEF PRODUCTION
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Increased cattle slaughter results in production growth

52. In 1990, cattle slaughter increased resulting in a 3 per cent
production rise. However, during the first quarter 1991, and in response
to increased marketing problems, the purchase of cattle for slaughtering
has decreased by almost 20 per cent, compared to year earlier. Other
constraints affecting beef production and the meat sectors more generally
are the high inflation rate, which is not reflected in animal prices, high
interest rates, rising energy prices and increased feed prices.
Nevertheless, beef producer prices decreased last year by 16 per cent (the
only meat producer prices which increased were those for poultry). This
factor, coupled with the milk production reduction scheme may be expected
to have resulted in increased slaughter, leading to another production
growth by the end of the year.
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53. Despite the producer prices' fall, retail prices for (all) meats and
meat products rose sharply (beef, sirloin, +14 per cent). This, added to
decreasing consumer's purchasing power, resulted in the contraction of
domestic beef demand. Per capita consumption fell by 11.4 per cent, to
7 kgs., in 1990, and by a further 6 to 14 per cent drop last year.

Total live cattle and beef exports and imports fall

54. The difficult situation created by increased supplies, difficulties in
external markets and lower domestic demand resulted in beef imports
decreasing in 1990, to a low 4 thousand tons. Live cattle exports were
down by as much as 37 per cent, to a weight equivalent of 47.5 thousand
tons. The major market remained the ex-USSR but there were also
substantial sales to Yugoslavia. Exports to the other traditional markets,
Italy and Lebanon decreased. The sharp decrease of live cattle exports was
partly offset by increased sales of beef which rose from 40.8 thousand
tons, to 45.6 thousand tons. The Soviet Union was also the major market
for beef but there was a serious setback in exports to that market, -24 per
cent, a market which maintenance was an important issue for the Hungarian
cattle and beef industry. On the contrary, sales to Yugoslavia were up
and, with 11.7 thousand tons it was by far, after the former USSR, the
major market for beef in 1990. There are no indications regarding trade
performance last year, but production and consumption trends suggest that
exports may have increased further and imports declined.

% Change Forecast %Change
1990 1991 1991/90 1992 3) 1992/91

Cattle and calf
numbers 1): 1571.0 1420.0 -9.6 1400.0 -1.4

Beef and veal 2):

Production 101.0 102.0 1.0 98.0 -3.9

Consumption 71.0 67.0 3) -5.6 69.0 3.0

Exports 45.6 50.0 3) 9.6 50.0 0.0

Imports 3.9 3.0 3) -23.1 4.0 33.3

1) '000 head, 1 January 2) '000 tons 3) Secretariat estimates

Romania *

Cattle numbers falling

55. After rising between 1987 and 1989, cattle numbers fell in 1990 and in
1991. By the end of last year livestock numbers were estimated at about
5 million head, 7 per cent less than in 1990. The decrease, of about
381 thousand head was linked with the redistribution of the cooperatives'
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cattle to private owners, old and ill animals having been slaughtered.
Shortages of veterinary drugs and organization deficiencies in the
cooperative farms were other reasons behind high slaughterings. Currently,
about 83 per cent of Romania's cattle herd is owned by private farmers.

ROMANIA
CATTLE NUMBERS AND BEEF PRODUCTION
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Production rises

56. Higher slaughter but also to some extent improved efficiency and the
recourse of increased imports of animal fodder resulted in a strong
production rise in 1990, more than 20 per cent. The same reasons allowed
for a further 21.1 per cent output growth last year, to 440 thousand tons,
of which 79 per cent were originated in private farms. However, herd
reduction will probably begin to be felt in the near future and it can be
questioned as to whether improved efficiency will be enough to offset this
decline in cattle inventories. Thus, it may be expected that in the
following years beef output will decline significantly, unless the
declining trend in cattle numbers is reversed. Unless the problem of the
shortages of veterinary drugs is rapidly solved in order to put an end to
Romania's sanitary deficiencies, strong cattle killing may be needed again
in 1992.

Prices rise ... but consumption is also expected to increase

57. The liberalization of prices now subject to supply/demand laws brought
about a sharp price rise. Average retail prices on the domestic free
markets for the first ten months of 1991 were 164 lei/kg. live weight for
live cattle and 184 lei/kg. for bovine meat. In October the prices
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increased to 208 lei/kg. and 324 lei/kg. respectively. Prices in the free
markets are expected to rise further in the coming months. The average
(total) meat and meat products consumption per capita reached an estimated
60 kg. in 1991 and is forecast to reach 65 kg. this year. In 1990, per
capita beef consumption was estimated at 12.3 kg.

Exports suspended, imports down

58. In 1990, exports of food products, including live cattle and bovine
meat, were suspended due to domestic shortages. Imports, non-existent in
previous years, totalled 57.5 thousand tons, of which 17.5 thousand took
the form of food-aid. In order to avoid shortages in the domestic market,
the Romanian authorities introduced on February 1991 export quotas on live
cattle (40 thousand tons, live weight), beef (5 thousand tons), pigmeat
(20 thousand tons) and a number of meat sub-products. The exportation of
certain bovine products remained suspended. In the fourth quarter of the
year these export restrictions were reduced. Beef and veal imports are
estimated to have declined in 1991.

Policy developments

59. In February 1991, private property was re-established. The
privatization law provides for the return of the land to its former owners
or their inheritors and the allocation of land to other peasants, through
the liquidation of the existing co-operatives. The Law grants the right of
private owners to associate with a view to setting up agricultural
production and/or trading companies.

60. A second stage of price liberalization was launched on 1 April 1991
(the first stage occurred in November 1990 when meat prices on State
markets remained unchanged but were liberalized on free markets). In
April 1991 all prices were liberalized but, in order to contain strong
inflationary pressures, maximum ceilings or maximum percentage increases
have been provisionally established. Furthermore, the State contracting
and acquisition prices were raised continuously since then.

61. In 1990, live cattle and bovine meat exports were forbidden due to the
domestic market shortages. In February 1991 a Decision regarding the
import and export régime established export quotas for live cattle, meat
products and maintained the export ban for certain bovine products. These
restrictions were reduced in the fourth quarter 1991. Import licences are
now issued automatically and a number of tariff liberalization measures
have been implemented and imports of products which are in short supply on
the domestic market are granted a temporary reduction of customs duties
(some meat products and edible meat offals fall in this category).
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1989 1990 % Change Estimates Z Change
1990/89 1991 1991/90

Cattle andcalf
numbers- : 6,416.0 6,291.0 -1.9 5,381.0 -14.5

Beef and veal2-/

Production 351.0 425.0 21.1 440.0 3.5

3/Consumption- 167.0 285.4 70.9 310.0 8.6

Imports 0.0 57.5 ... 35.03/ -12.5

1/,000 head, January 21 000 tons

3/Secretariat estimates. Consumption figures are based on official
per capita data multiplied by estimated population. However, the
market situation in Romania suggest that they may be underestimated.

Yugoslavia *

Cattle numbers fall again

62. The cattle numbers decrease initiated in 1982 continued in 1990 when
the cattle herd reached only 4.5 million head, 3.7 per cent below its 1989
level, and 1 million head less than in 1982. The 1990 fall was again due
to declining numbers of all categories of cattle (except bulls) with
particular emphasis on dairy heifers whose inventory fell by 10.6 per cent.
Herd liquidation is due to the sector's low profitability and insufficient
feed supplies and is estimated to have continued last year.
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Production rose in 1990, but fell sharply last year

63. However, increased corn production as a result of better crops in
1989/90, allowed for improved average slaughter weights which, added to
higher slaughter levels (+13.6 per cent), resulted in an 8 per cent
production growth to 383 thousand tons in 1990. Producer prices increased
since the dismantling of the State price control system, but the rise seems
solely to reflect extremely high inflation rates. Indeed, producers'
income would have diminished in real terms reflecting the production growth
and the general difficult economic situation.

64. During the first six months of 1991, beef production fell by 16 per
cent. Cattle production in the second half of 1991 saw a downward trend
mostly due to the armed conflicts in some parts of the country. Thus, beef
production fell by 27 per cent in the only month of September. The
production fall seems to have been less related to a decrease of domestic
cattle supply than to a significant fall in slaughter cattle imports.
Estimates are for a 9 per cent production fall for 1991 as a whole, due to
the prolonged economic and political crisis, escalation of armed conflicts
and impeded exports to foreign markets.

Consumption falls and trade deficit -grows

65. There is no consumption data available since 1989, but unofficial
sources have estimated beef intake to have increased in 1990. This
estimate is supported by production and trade figures. However, estimated
consumption of all kinds of meats fell last year due to impeded disposal of
foods and a deteriorating purchasing power of the population. While in
1990 production rose, exports fell and imports increased significantly.
The bovine meat trade deficit observed since 1988 widened sharply in volume
(21.2 thousand tons and 28.6 thousand in 1988 and 1989 respectively and
52 thousand tons in 1990) but for the first time a deficit in the export
value of almost US$200,000 was also observed. As is traditionally the
case, the bulk of Yugoslavia's bovine meat exports went to the European
Community (about 85 per cent), while imports from the EC amounted to 41 per
cent of the total, the rest coming mostly from Poland and Hungary.

66. In 1990, while live cattle imports increased quite substantially
(+20 per cent), exports declined even more so (-31 per cent). In recent
years the pattern of Yugoslav exports had changed and declining quantities
of exported bovine meat have corresponded to higher levels of live cattle
sales abroad. However, the live cattle exports decline in 1990 was the
second one for two years in a row, clearly illustrating, along with trends
in the meat trade, the difficulties through which the bovine meat sector is
experiencing in Yugoslavia.

67. During the first nine months of 1991, the total value of live cattle
and meat exports (US$210.4 million) was 31 per cent below year earlier.
Live heifers exports fell by 30 per cent and beef by 43 per cent, and went
mostly to the European Community. In November 1991, the EC suspended the
co-operation agreement it had with Yugoslavia, which in practice signified
the suspension of imports from this country.
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1989 1990 % Change Estimate % Change1989 1990/ 89 1991 1991/90

Cattle and calf
numbers- : 4,705.0 4,527.0 -3.8

Beef and veal-/:

Production 354.0 383.0 8.2 348.5 -9.0

Consumption 321.0 325.03- 1.2

Imports 63.7 79.0 24.0

Exports 3-5.1 27.0 -23.1

-/'000 head, 15 January 2/'000 tons 3/Secretariat estimate

South Africa

Cattle herd rebuilding phase comes to an end

68. In 1991, the South African cattle herd seems to have entered a new
herd reduction phase. Revised numbers show that at 8.6 million heads, the
cattle herd declined by 1 per cent, largely as the result of falling beef
cows' numbers (-5.2 per cent). Total cattle slaughter went up by 7 per
cent and, underlining the trend towards herd reduction, female cattle cull
represented some 39 per cent of overall slaughter (against a 36 per cent
average in the last four years). This year cattle numbers are expected to
decrease further.

Beef production to rise...

69. Official figures show a 2.5 per cent beef production rise last year,
but higher cattle slaughter and increased carcass weights due to good
grazing conditions suggest that the rise may have been more important
(around 7 per cent). The acceleration of the cattle herd reduction in 1992
and 1993, and the consequent higher cattle slaughter, will result in a
continuing production growth in the short term. During 1990/91, beef
production accounted for approximately 11.05 per cent of the gross value of
total agricultural production and about 63.5 per cent of total red meat
production.

...leading to lover retail prices and increased consumption

70. Increased output translated into higher beef consumption. Despite
declining incomes, per capita intake went up by 2.7 per cent, reflecting a
significant retail price decline (21.4 per cent during the first six months
of the year). As indicated in the last report, this was apparently also
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the result of the termination of a scheme operated by the Meat Board which
had the effect of limiting competition at the retail level. Furthermore,
meat consumption is stimulated by promotional activities of the Meat Board.
The consumption growth is expected to continue through 1992 and 1993.

Increased self-sufficiency result in lover beef imports

71. South Africa is now close to self-sufficiency in bovine meat (98.2 per
cent last year). As a result, last year imports fell for the third
consecutive year, totalling 20.6 thousand tons. Live cattle imports
reached 137 thousand heads, 15 thousand more than in 1990. Trade in bovine
meat and live cattle is not expected to snow major changes in the next year
and a half. The Meat Board is no longer the sole importer of meat.
However, a permit issued by the Board is still required for all meat
(including imported meat) to be brought into defined controlled areas.
South Africa regularly exports about 1 thousand tons of beef annually.
Trade is said to take place with neighbouring countries, but import origins
and export destinations continue to be unavailable.

%Change Forecast ZChange
1990 1991 1991/90 1992 1992/91

Cattle and calf
numbers 1): 8711.0 8631.0 -0.9 8372.0 -3.0

Beef and veal 2):

Production 670.7 687.3 2.5 703.0 2.3

Consumption 686.2 700.0 2.0 718.4 2.6

Imports 23.1 20.6 -10.8 21.4 3.9

1) '000 head, 31 August 2) '000 tons

Tunisia

Cattle herd recovers after two ears of drought

72. Cattle numbers in Tunisia, 80 per cent of which are concentrated in
the north of the country, fell from 1988 to 1990, by 12 thousand heads, due
to two years of drought, and started building up again last year when they
reached 696 thousand head. Another growth is foreseen for 1992.

Beef production does not meet the objectives of the plan

73. Contrary to earlier estimates which suggested a modest production
growth, revised data now shows that last year production increased sharply,
to 40.9 thousand tons (+20.6 per cent). However, probably partly due to
the 1988-89 drought, the production growth did not meet the obectives of
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the Seventh Plan (1987-1991), which was expected to provide for a
substantial expansion of cattle farming with the aim of the attainment of
self-sufficiency in meat. As the result of last year's production growth,
the self-sufficiency bovine meat ratio did nevertheless increase
significantly from 66.3 per cent in 1986, to 75 per cent, last year. The
Eight Plan (1992-1996) objective is again to reach self-sufficiency in the
sector.

TUNISIA
BEEF PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION
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Consumption stagnates but imports increase

74. Both production and consumption practically stagnated between 1987 and
1990. State controlled retail prices have been kept unchanged since 1989,
and yet difficult general economic conditions have checked beef consumption
which, in a per capita basis, has even decreased slightly since 1987.
Despite last year's significant production rise, the consumption growth was
limited to 3 per cent. This seems due to last year's retsil price
liberalisation of domestically produced beef and the increase of state
controlled retail prices of imported beef as from the 24 July 1991.

75. Beef and veal imports grew marginally from their last year's (and
1984) record level of 15 thousand tons, while live cattle estimated
imports, at 6 thousand head, remained close to last year's historical low.
Such volumes seem to confirm the idea that Tunisia has been changing its
import policy from live cattle to beef. The major beef supplier is
traditionally France, while Poland appears to be the most regular live

_ _ _ ____ ___ _
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cattle supplier to the Tunisian market. Bulgaria, France and Germany also
appear as large live cattle suppliers in the recent past. Imports are
expected to decrease this year and in 1992, reflecting increased domestic
production.

Policy Developments

76. The Eight Plan, launched this year, introduced a number of measures to
stimulate production. Among other policy developments, it can be noted
that domestically produced beef prices have been liberalised in September
1990, at both the wholesale and retail prices; consumption price subsidies
have been suppressed; the import tax system on beef was revised. (For
detailed information regarding the Eight Plan and other policy
developments, see IMC/INV/15/Rev.7)

Z Change Forecast %Change
1990 1991 1991/90 1992 1992/91

Cattle and calf
numbers 1): 622.0 696.0 11.9 732.0 5.2

Beef and veal 2):

Production 33.9 40.9 20.6 52.1 27.4

Consumption 49.6 51.1 2.9 51.0 -0.2

Imports 14.9 15.0 0.7 14.0 -6.7

1) '000 head 2) '000 tons

Argentina

Herd rebuilding on its way?

77. Between 1977 and 1989, the Argentinian cattle herd decreased by almost
10 million head. The decrease was related to depressed international beef
prices during part of this period, but also with frequently changing
macroeconomic orientations (and constantly high interest rates) and
sectorial instability provoked by low investment, the introduction of high
import duties and especially export taxes and differential exchange rates.

78. Since mid-1989 the economic orientation has changed and in 1990
domestic prices began to stabilize. This became even more evident after
April 1991, when the "Convertibility Law" (which pegs the Australian to the
United States dollar) was implemented. In the meantime inflation declined
sharply, interest rates were reduced and domestic cattle prices improved.
As a consequence, the cattle herd reduction came to a halt and rebuilding
seems to have commenced in 1990. Estimated cattle numbers in August 1991
reached 51 million head, 1.6 per cent above one year earlier. (It can be
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added that the elimination of the export duties and the de-regulation
measures introduced by the year end may result in a further incentive to
cattle producers).

Production to rise in response to increased weights

79. Intense cattle slaughter between 1977 and 1989, coupled with higher
cattle yields (mostly due to the increasing utilisation of European cross
breeds), has allowed for beef production in 1989 to be only 220 thousand
tons below its 1977 level, despite the 10 million head reduction of the
cattle herd. Revised estimates now indicate that in 1991 production
decreased by 4 per cent as the result of a 1 per cent fall in cattle
slaughter, but reflecting especially lower average weights. Compared to
year earlier, cattle cull begun to decline in July apparently as the result
of the producers response to increasing prices. Lower cattle slaughter is
also an indication of herd rebuilding, which is underlined by a 7 per cent
drop of cattle entries in the Liniers' market last year (the Liniers'
market represents close to a quarter of the Argentinian cattle slaughter).
Cattle slaughter seems to have started rising again since last February.

Well below historical levels, consumption recovers

80. Argentina is well known for being the world's major beef consuming
country reaching 90 kgs. per capita in the early sixties and seventies.
However, in the last decade consumption was irregular but since 1986 it has
continuously decreased, reaching "only" some 70 kgs. in 1990 and an
estimated 74 kgs. last year. The decline in consumption from 1986 to 1990
is related to lower production and falling consumer incomes, but also to
stronger export demand, and hence firmer export prices, which directed the
product to the export markets. Last year a recovering economy apparently
led to the strengthening of consumers' demand and the domestic market
prices were increasingly more attractive than those abroad.

Herd retention and increased domestic demand lead to lover exports

81. In 1991, and according to revised estimates, beef exports fell by
7.2 per cent, to 389 thousand tons. As explained in the last report, the
export fall seems to have been related to the rise in internal prices to a
level higher than that of export prices, and also to the fixed and
unfavourable exchange rate. The average export price last year was
US$ 1,732 per ton f.o.b., 22 per cent above its 1990 level. However, this
average hides divergent price trends depending on the type of meat and
largely reflects the rise of much higher Hilton beef prices. The prices
for manufacturing beef are believed to have declined by about 20 per cent
last year.
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ARGENTINA
BEEF CONSUMPTION AND EXPORTS
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82. In product weight terms, total exports amounted to 188.2 thousand
tons, of which corned beef representing 30 per cent of the total; frozen
meat (which exports fell by almost 40 per cent, reflecting the return of
Brazil to the export scene and the end of the export contract with Israel)
25 per cent; cooked meat, 21 per cent and chilled beef, including Hilton,
17 per cent. The EC and the United States remained by far the major
markets for corned beef and cooked meat, frozen meat was largely absorbed
by the EC and sc were virtually all the chilled and high quality Hilton
beef.

Beef imports at record levels

83. The Argentinian export industry, after having gone through a process
of modernization and heavy investments, seems presently to be faced with a
difficult economic situation aggravated by decreasing f.o.b. prices
(reportedly, -14 per cent on average since September 1991). Moreover,
domestic beef prices seem to remain more attractive then export ones and
the industry is faced with low export availabilities. For this reason,
since last April, rumours of large beef imports from the European Community
are on the air, but so far no direct imports occurred. However, imports
from Uruguay (and, to a lesser extent, from Paraguay) are reported to have
reached record historical levels from January to April 1992, with
7 thousand tons and 40 thousand steers.
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%Change Forecast %Change
1990 1991 1991/90 1992 1992/9

Cattle and calf
numbers 1): 50200.0 51000.0 1.6 51500.0 1.0

Beef and veal 2):

Production 2692.0 2579.0 -4.2 2743.0 3) 6.4

Consumption 3) 2273.0 2361.0 3.9 2520.0 6.7

Exports 419.0 389.0 -7.2 300.0 -22.9

1) '000 head, 30 June 2) '000 tons 3) Secretariat estimate

Brazil *

Cattle numbers and beef production to increase

84. Cattle and calf numbers in Brazil were expected to reach about
142 million head in 1991 up by 1.8 per cent and to start declining in
1992/93, but there are no details available. As it is well known, Brazil
has the potential to be a major exporter, but economic instability has only
allowed it to be a major exporter one year to become a major importer the
following year. In the first ten months of 1991 cattle slaughter reached
10.4 million head, 3.8 per cent above year earlier. As a result, and also
due to increased weights reflecting good pasture conditions, beef
production during this period rose by a similar percentage last year
compared to 1990, reaching 2.2 million tons. It is difficult to assess the
impact that the freeze of retail prices may have had in the production
level. The freeze, implemented from February to June 1991 led to a
producers' reaction similar to the one in 1990: producers retained cattle
from slaughter which resulted in reduced cattle commercialization.
However, following the June liberalization, prices jumped by about 30 per
cent and cattle commercialization resumed.

After the fall in 1990, exported rise again while imported stagnate

85. Exports in 1991 were apparently favoured by four major factors. There
were large export availabilities due to the 1990's herd retention by
producers; a favourable exchange rate against the US dollar; the
improvement of the domestic control of sanitary conditions which made
possible the reintegration of the Brazilian industry in tne lists of
authorized exporters to the United States and to the European Community (to
where the incapacity to control the illegal use of hormone growth promoters
was threatening Brazilian exporters); and lower prices for slaughter
cattle and bovine meat in the domestic market partly due to the freeze
during the first half of the year. The result was a 45 per cent rise in
the volume exported during the first ten months of the year (139 thousand
tons against 96 thousand tons in 1990) corresponding to an 83 per cent rise
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in value to US$309 million showing a 26 per cent increase in the average
price of exported products. In 1991, Brazil has also benefited from an
enlarged export quota of high quality beef ("Hilton beef") to the European
Community: 3.6 thousand tons against 1 thousand in previous years. This
and increased sales of canned beef following the improvement of the
domestic control of sanitary conditions, explains the significant rise in
the average price of exported products.

BRAZIL
BEEF TRADE
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1980 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92f
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86. The enlarged quota of "Hilton beef"' to the European Community was
related to the importation of 100 thousand tons of beef from the Community
intervention stocks. The purpose of the importation was the constitution
by the Brazilian authorities of a buffer stock to be released to the
domestic market during the low season when traditionally prices rise
(August to October). Taking into account that the January 1991 legislation
introduced the possibility of countervailing duties actions on the
importation of subsidized agricultural products representing unfair
competition for the domestic products. the Brazilian producers have
requested the Government to introduce countervailing duties on the beef
imported from the European Community. Other beef imports originated in
Uruguay, Paraguay and Argentina. Regarding perspectives for 1992, there
are fears that recession could be exacerbated, which together with a strict
monetary policy and high interest rates could lead to a decrease in
consumption and lower domestic prices for meat, especially in the high
season, i.e. in the first half of the year. However, unofficial estimates
point out for increased production and exports.
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Policy developments
87. Bovine meat prices have been totally freed in June 1991 from any
official control. Imports and exports were equally freed. Based on
legislation approved in the beginning of 1991 the government established
rules for the selling of public stocks. Accordingly, meat: can only be sold
to the domestic market if prices there are higher than the average price in
the previous sixty months. A possibility of recourse to countervailing
duties has been established in the case of subsidized imported products
which may constitute unfair or predatory competition to the national like
product.

1990 Estimates1990 1991

Cattle and calf
numbers1/

Beef and veal2/:

139,550.0 142,000.0

%Change
1991/90

Forecast %Change
1992 1992/91

1.8 142,000.03/ 0.0

Production

Con sumption

Imports

2,800.0 2,912.0 4.0

2,810.0 2,800.0 -0.4

230.0 230.0 0.0

3,000.0

2,750.0

200.0 -13.0

330.0 43.5 400.0 21.2

1/'000 head 2/ 0 tons 3/Secretariat estimates

Paraguay

Cattle numbers fall after 13 years of growth

88. Estimates for 1991 indicate that cattle numbers in Paraguay fell by
10 per cent last year, after 13 years of uninterrupted growth. Details are
not available, but the decrease was assumably due to falling cow numbers
because female cattle slaughter went up by almost 50 per cent, representing
43 per cent of total slaughter (which rose by 5.2 per cent). In 1992,
total slaughter is expected to decrease by 5.4 per cent, to rise slightly
again in 1993.

Productiongrows along with increased alaughter...

89. Increased cattle slaughuer resulted in a 5 per cent production growth,
despite lower slaughter weights, reflecting the reduced proportion of adult
male cattle in the total slaughter mix. This is the second consecutive
year of production growth, after the 1989 decline. The official forecast

Exports 230.0

3.0

-1.8
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for a production growth this year appears in some contradiction with
expected falling cattle slaughter. Even if higher average slaughter
weights, reflecting an enlarged participation of adult male cattle in the
total slaughter mix, may offset part of the slaughter fall, production
seems likely to decline. In 1993, increased slaughter should mean a
production growth.

...consumption stagnates far below historical records

90. Per capital beef consumption totalled 31 kgs. last year, down from
32 kgs. in 1990 and well below its historical 46 kgs. record in 1988.
Total meat consumption in Paraguay averages some 65 kgs., with pigmeat
(25-28 kgs) accounting for most of it with beef and poultry meat coming far
behind (some 5 kgs). Although in the near future total consumption is
foreseen to increase, along with the population growth, no significant
changes are expected to occur in per capita terms.

...and yet, exported fall in 1991

91. After the export surge in 1989 and 1990 (which saw beef exports jump
from 16 thousand tons in 1988 to 99.6 thousand tons in in 1990, beef and
veal exports fell by more than 60 per cent last year, reflecting lower
sales to Brazil. Chilled meat, bone-in, represented 68 per cent of total
exports and the major market was Brazil which imported 21 thousand tons
last year (against 60.6 and 81.4 thousand tons in 1990 and 1991,
respectively). Argentina emerged as the second major export destination
with 3.9 thousand tons. Frozen boneless bef exports, 30 per cent of the
total, are also largely dependent on Brazilian imports and fell too.
Chile, which is the traditional second buyer for this type of meat,
increased imports last year. Spain and Germany are also relatively
significant importers of beef from Paraguay. While the average export
value per ton f.o.b. for chilled beef remained relatively stable, the
average value for frozen beef exports fell by some 19 per cent, to
US$1,352. Beef exports are forecast to rise sharply again this year and in
1993.

%Change Forecast %Change
1990 1991 1991/90 1992 1992/91

Cattle and calf
numbers: 1) 8254.0 7449.0 -9.8 ... ...

Beef and veal:2)
Production 209.9 220.7 5.1 231.8 5.0

Consumption 134.4 139.5 3.8 148.8 6.7

Exports 99.6 38.3 -61.5 45.3 18.3

1) '000 head, 20 August 2) '000 tons
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Uruguay
Cattle herd at lowest level in 20 years...

92. On 30 June 1991, cattle numbers in Uruguay were estimated at
8.6 million head, to have reached their lowest level in the last twenty
years. In the meantime estimated beef production last year, 303 thousand
tons, was also back to its 1970s' levels after having risen to
ù50 thousand tons in 1983. As in Argentina, the cattle-raising activity in
Uruguay has been closely linked with macroeconomic developments in the
country. High interest rates have discouraged investment and reduced the
producers' capacity to modernize their facilities, consumption controls
have affected demand and the occasional closure of internal cattle markets
brought instability to the sector. All this, added to a few years of
severe drought, has resulted in the reduction of the cattle herd and the
decline of production.

... But to rebuild as from 1992

93. However, over the last two years signs of cattle herd rebuilding are
clear and cattle numbers should recover as from 1992. Improved pasture
conditions, and better export returns are behind this evolution. While
total cattle slaughter is seen to have decreased by 18 per cent last year,
estimated female cattle slaughter represents no more than 38 per cent of
the total (from an abnormal and drought-induced 55 per cent in 1989).
Current forecasts are for a 5 per cent growth of the cattle herd this year,
reflecting an increase in the numbers of virtually all the categories of
cattle, with special recoveries of heifer and steer numbers by
approximately 8 per cent respectively. Total cattle slaughter is expected
to increase somewhat, and even if a lower percentage of adult male cattle
in the total slaughter mix should result in lower slaughter weights, the
large availability of heavy adult steers (to levels not seen in the last 17
years) should limit the production drop. Furthermore, last Autumn (Spring
in Uruguay) the cattle birth rate was considered excellent, allowing for a
good herd replacement.

Consumption close to lowest levels

94. Uruguay has the highest beef consumption in the world after Argentina.
The historical peak was reached in 1975 with 83 kgs. and, since 1984, it
has evolved below 70 kgs. per year. In 1990 and 1991 the output decline
has resulted in increased retail prices (which doubled during the first
quarter 1991, when compared to the same period year earlier) and lower
consumption which, at 59 kgs., was close to historical lows.

Exports to fall

95. Lower production last year also meant lower export levels. In
contrast with what happened in 1990 when lower consumption had allowed for
increased exports despite the reduced output. In 1991, with estimated
consumption stabilized at the same level as one year earlier, Uruguay had
reduced export availabilities. The result was an estimated drop of sales
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abroad by at least 34 per cent, and more probably by 40 per cent, to some
115 thousand tons. However, exports to major "traditional" destinations
remained relatively stable between 1 January and 5 November 1991
(EC 40,000 tons; Israel 20,000; United States 10,000;
Canary Islands 5,000 and Hong Kong and Singapore 5,000) compared to year
earlier. In the meantime average export prices increased by 15.6 per cent,
to US$1,473 per ton f.o.b.

Uruguay: free of Foot-and-Mouth disease?

96. In June 1992, Uruguay accomplished two years without outbreaks of
Foot-and-Mouth (FMD) and repeated serologic exams revealed the absence of
virus in the country. The authorities now seek to be recognized by the
International Organization of Epizootics (OIE) as a "FMD free country with
vaccination", a category of countries recently included in the new

guidelines for FMD of the OIE International Animal Health Code.

1990 % Change Forecast Z Change
1991 1991/90 1992 1992/91

Cattle and calf
numbers- : 8,723.0 8,608.0 -1.3 9,023.0 4.8

Beef and veal2/:

Production 359.0 303.0 -15.6 297.0 -2.0

Consumption 177.0 177.0 0.0 178.0 0.6

Exports 192.0 126.0 -34.4 119.0 -5.6

-/'000 head, 30 June 2/'000 tons

United States

Cattle herd expansion continues at modest pace

97. Reaching 100.1 million head last January, cattle numbers were up by a
modest 1.2 per cent. The low percentage rise seems due to declining cattle
prices and producers' returns through most of 1991. Dairy and beef cow
numbers increased by 0.7 per cent each, reflecting increased numbers of
replacement heifers (especially beef heifers) and lower cow slaughter.
Calf crop remained relatively unchanged in 1991 and is expected to rise by
only 2 per cent this year.

98. In 1991, feeder cattle outside feedlots increased by 5 per cent
reflecting low feedlot placements (-6 per cent) and lower calf slaughter
(-20 per cent). Prospects for increased feedlot placements this year
remain valid and are based on expectations of higher wheat prices which
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could lead to the removal of cattle from the pasture to feedlots.

Beef production to grow. due to increased slaughter
99. Total cattle slaughter decreased by 2.5 per cent last year. However,
increased slaughter weights and a larger number of dairy cows in the
slaughter mix, resulted in a small production growth. In 1992, although
average weights are seen to change little from last year, cattle slaughter
is expected to grow, due especially to increased beef cow cull, and
production could consequently go up by more than 2 per cent.

Prices below 1991 levels. but consumption stagnates

100. Fed cattle prices fell sharply since April 1991. It is now believed
that last year they reached the peak of the current cattle cycle. Although
prices recovered somewhat in the beginning of 1992, they are expected to
run US$1 below last year's US$74 per cwt on average. Despite lower cattle
prices, beef retail prices in 1991 ran 2.6 per cent above year earlier
(Beef Choice), resulting in a widening of the wholesaLe-to-retail spread
and in a slight per capita consumption drop (43.7 kgs., against 44.2 kgs.
in 1990). Nonetheless, retail prices also decreased since May 1991 and are
projected to evolve below last year's level in 1992, due to large supplies
of lower priced poultry meat and pigmeat and a weak economic environment.
Wholesale-to-retail spread should narrow and beef consumption should remain
stagnant.

U.S. - LIVESTOCK/FEED PRICE RATIOS
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Cattle imports to decrease

101. By mid-1991, live cattle imports were at record levels reflecting
increased imports of slaughter cattle from Canada and despite lower feeder
cattle imports from. Mexico. However, during the second half of the year,
imports from Mexico fell sharply and by the year end they were 18 per cent
below thanin 1990 level, largely reflecting cattle herd rebuilding in
Mexico. Imports from Canada rose by 3.6 per cent, because more favourable
feeder cattle prices in the United States attracted more Canadian cattle.
However, changing patterns in the Canadian industry also seem to play an
important role in this development. Lower production in Mexico and Canada
and reduced cattle prices in the United States should result in lower
cattle imports this year. In 1991, live cattle exports by the
United States went up sharply, totalling 210 thousand heads, against
66 thousand in 1990. Mexico imported 58 per cent of the total, and Canada
41 per cent.

Beef imports to decrease. but exports to expand

102. Beef and veal imports rose by 2 per cent last year. The rise occurred
despite lower imports from Australia as the result of the "Voluntary"
Restraint Agreement (VRA) negotiated with this country (although the
maximum export volume imposed by the VRA was 337 thousand tons, product
weight, Australian exports totalled 362.7 thousand tons). Imports from
New Zealand increased by almost 9 per cent, but were also restricted to the
VRA level agreed between the two countries, 201 thousand tons, product
weight. Large supplies in both Australia and New Zealand, sustained prices
in the American market and favorable exchange rates attracted the product
during the first half of the year. However, as it became clear that import
quotas would be required by the law if imports continued to rise at the
same pace in the second half of the year, the United States negotiated the
VRAs with its two major suppliers. Argentina also increased its sales of
cooked beef to the United States, largely offsetting decreased sales by
Brazil which only received clearance to resume exports to the United States
in August 1991. The 1992 trigger level under the Meat Import Law is
595 thousand tons, product weight, -0.5 per cent below last year. Imports
in 1992 are forecast to be 4 per cent down on last year.

103. The United States beef exports went up by a significant 18 per cent in
1991. Despite reduced exports to Japan (-9.4 per cent), where the disposal
of LIPC stocks had the effect of reducing import demand, sales to the
Republic of Korea, Mexico and Canada went up significantly. Exports to
Korea (+53.3 per cent) are the result of the measures introduced there to
open the market and reportedly also as part of the government's efforts to
help control inflation; sales to Mexico (+137 per cent) are believed to be
linked with lower production there partly due to herd rebuilding and
growing consumer purchasing power; exports to Canada (+32.3 per cent) seem
to be related to the fact that the major consuming areas of this country
are closer to major producing areas in the United States than to those in
Canada. One apparent result of the expansion of U.S. sales to these
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markets seems to be the changing mix of exports, with exports of chilled
products outpacing those of frozen products. In 1992,
markets are expected to expand further, resulting in a
export rise.

exports to the three
total 14 per cent

%Change Forecast %Change
1990 1991 1991/90 1992 1992/91

Cattle and calf
numbers 1): 98162.0 98896.0 0.7 100110.0 1.2

Beef and veal 2):

Production 10465.0 10531.0 0.6 10759.0 2.2

Consumption 11048.0 11072.0 0.2 11238.0 1.5

Imports 1069.0 1091.0 2.1 1048.0 -3.9

Exports 456.0 538.0 18.0 612.0 13.8

1) '000 head, 1 January 2) '000 tons 3) Actual

Canada *

Berd rebuilding to accelerate

104. In 1991, Canada entered its fourth year of cattle herd expansion.
Estimates for January 1992 were for an acceleration, and by then total
numbers could reach 11.4 million head, a 2 per cent growth. Last year was
characterized by moderately increasing beef cattle inventories (+3 per
cent), significantly lower slaughter rates and a sharp decline in slaughter
cattle prices during the second half of the year. Despite nevertheless
relatively favourable returns to producers in recent years, herd rebuilding
is occurring at a slower pace than in the past, and cattle numbers remain
well below their level of the last herd rebuilding phase back in the
mid-seventies. In the meantime, beef and veal production are comparatively
higher than in the mid-1970s reflecting improved efficiency linked with
increased feedgrain use and low feedgrain prices and the expanded use of
European-crossed cattle breeds.

Cattle slaughter and production down

105. Estimated cattle and calf slaughter decreased by 5.2 per cent last
year. Inspected cows and heifers slaughter decreased by 7 per cent and
their participation in the total inspected slaughter mix decreased slightly
again. The decline of the cattle slaughter was not only due to herd
rebuilding, but apparently also, and more so, because of increased exports
of live cattle to the United States (which last year represented about
35 per cent of the domestic slaughter). The result of lesser cattle in the
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market was an estimated beef production drop of 6 per cent below last
year's level. In 1992 live cattle exports are expected to decrease and
beef production should recover.

Cattle prices and consumption down, but to recover in 1992

106. Following developments in the United States, real slaughter cattle
prices decreased by 5 per cent during the first half of 1991 and averaged
below year earlier since July. Contrary to earlier expectations, they had
not shown any signs of recovery by December.

107. Lower production was expected to result in a consumption drop last
year. Estimated per capita consumption fell from 37.8 kgs. in 1990 to
35.8 kgs. Reflecting lower beef supply, real retail prices increased by
3.8 per cent. Pigmeat prices increased by a similar percentage, but their
relative lower prices kept per capita consumption at similar levels, the
same happening with poultrymeat. Lower demand for meats was also related
to the recession effects and the very slow economic recovery (or no
recovery at all) in North American economies last year. No significant
consumption changes of the three kinds of meat is expected for this year.

Live cattle exports to the United States increase again

108. During the first half of last year, total cattle exports, virtually
all to the United States, increased by 8.4 per cent. Slaughter cattle
exports remained high and stable at 350 thousand heads, while feeder cattle
exports increased from 70 thousand head to 110 thousand head. Reportedly
"there appears to be three major reasons for the growth of live slaughter
cattle exports to the United States in the last few years: first, Western
Canadian beef is becoming less competitive in the major consuming areas of
Canada; second, is the relative uncompetitiveness of the meat packing
industry in Western Canada relative to high-capacity and low cost plants in
the Pacific Northwest of the United States; third, is the virtual
disappearance of cattle slaughtering facilities in the eastern part of the
country (especially in the province of Ontario), in many cases the
United States is the only significant outlet for some classes and qualities
of cattle". Live cattle exports were nevertheless expected to decline
significantly in the second half of 1991 and show an almost 14 per cent
drop in the year as a whole. A major uncertainty in forecasting the export
performance in the near future is the ongoing rationalization in the
domestic beef packing industry which has a direct impact on the mix of life
and dressed beef trade.

¹Canadian Federation of Agriculture presentation to the 18th Session
of the International Federation of Agricultural Producers (IFAP) Group on
Meats and Feeds, Buenos Aires, 14-15 November 1991.
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Beef imports up,export down

109. Beef and veal imports rose by 3.8 per cent during the first half of
last year and should show a similar percentage growth by the year end.
Canadian imports of high grade beef from the United States is increasing
significantly in the last few years and marked a further 20 per cent
growthfrom January to June this year as a result of the increased live
cattle exports to that country. Imports of manufacturing beef were down,
-6.8 per cent, reflecting lower sales by Australia. In the last few years,
Nicaragua hes emerged as a major and growing beef supplier of the Canadian
market after Australia and New Zealand. Imports of canned and cooked beef
are less significant and remained stable, coming mostly from the
United States, Argentina and Brazil. Increased production this year is
expected to result in lower beef imports.

110. C-.nada is also a significant exporter of beef and most of the beef
also goes to the United States. Sales of fresh and chilled meat increased
somewhat in the first half of the year, while exports of manufacturing beef
declined. Year end exports are seen below last year's level, but could
recover in 1992.

Policy development

111. Canada's International Trade Tribunal announced on 22 July 1991 the
continuation of countervailing duties on manufacturing beef from the
European Community which have been in effect since 1986. In October 1987,
a GATT panel concluded that the imposition of such countervailing duties
was not in conformity with Canada's obligations under the Subsidies Code,
on grounds that " ... the cattle producers represented by the Canadian
Cattlemen's Association could not be considered as part of the "domestic
industry . .

1990 Estimates % Change Forecast % Change
1991 1991/90 1992 1992/91

Cattle and calf
numbers¹/: 11,145.6 11,197.5 0.5 11,422.0 2.0

Beef and veal²/:

Production 922.0 867.0 -6.0 913.0 5.3

Consumption 1,006.8 955.0 -5.1 960.0 0.5

Imports 188.8 196.4 4.0 170.0 -13.4

Exports 109.1 104.0 -4.7 110.0 5.8

1/ '000 head, January

ead, 1 -Tanuary 2/'000 tons
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Australia

Modest growth for cattle herd

112. Although at a slow pace, cattle herd rebuilding, initiated in 1989,
continued last year, with inventories surpassing 25 million head for the
first time in the last ten years. The expansion continued to be related to
increased export opportunities, especially to the South Asian markets but
also to much better market situation and outlook when compared to the wool
and grain industries. Total cattle slaughter remained stable last year.
However, cow cull went up by as much as 12 per cent. This rise may be the
result of an apparent cash crisis and the producer's lack of confidence in
the market situation and outlook, despite promising signs. Such signs are
the continuation this year of good export opportunities in South Asian
(Korea and Japan, especially) and, with Australia coming out of recession,
the possibility for increased beef demand and strengthened cattle prices.
Cattle numbers could again rise modestly this year.

Current large beef supplies keep prices under pressure...

113. As the result of lower adult male cattle in the total slaughter mix,
average slaughter weights showed little change despite increased cow
slaughter. Stable total cattle slaughter and relatively unchanged weights
resulted in almost no beef production growth in 1991. Of the 1.7 million
tons produced, 66 per cent were exported, underlining the industry's
orientation towards the export trade. Real average producer prices fell by
11 per cent last year, largely reflecting lower export prices, especially
to the United States. In 1992, beef production is foreseen to drop by
about 1 per cent. The forecast is based on projected lower cattle
slaughter (especially cow slaughter) which should reflect an expected price
recovery. However, so far this year, reports of continuing drought in
large producing areas of the country are forcing cattle, particularly cows,
to the market. Beef supplies are thus abundant, resulting in low cattle
prices at a moment of reported falling beef prices in the United States,
Japan and the Republic of Korea. Per capita beef consumption fell by
2.9 per cent last year, to 37.4 kgs., reflecting stagnant production, large
export sales and a moderate economic growth. As indicated, an improved
economic situation this year, and so far, large supplies, should result in
increased domestic beef demand.
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AUSTRALIA
BEEF CONSUMPTION AND EXPORTS TRENDS
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... and result in rising exports 80 far this year

114. In 1991, beef and veal exports fell by almost 4 per cent, reflecting
decreased sales to Japan (to 213.6 thousand tons, product weight, -10.6 per
cent) and the "Voluntary" Restraint Agreement on exports imposed by the
United States. Sales to the U.S. decreased by 6.5 per cent, to
362.7 thousand tons. Decreases to the two markets were partially offset by
higher sales to the Republic of Korea (94.5 thousand tons, product weight,
+33.9 per cent than in 1990) and to Taiwan (32.3 tons, +8.2 per cent).
Sales to Singapore also increased somewhat, and to other Asian markets
there was little change. Total exports to Asia represented 42.7 per cent
of total exports. At an average US$2,619 per ton f.o.b. (average of total
beef and veal, including canned), export prices were about 4 per cent below
year earlier. Lower production this year is projected to result in a
significant fall of export volumes. Because import demand in the
United States, Japan and Korea is expected to strengthen, this could mean
increased export prices. In reality, from January to April 1992, import
demand did indeed increase, but abundant beef supplies in Australia
resulted in increased exports to the three markets (reportedly, they even
reached the highest levels in a decade last April), and depressed export
prices.
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%Change Forecast %Change
1990 1991 1991/90 1992 1992/91

Cattle and calf
numbers 1): 24852.0 25112.0 1.0 ... ...

Beef and veal 2):

Production 1723.8 1724.0 0.0 1708.0 -0.9

Consumption 658.2 647.1 -1.7 660.0 2.0

Exports 1181.1 1137.3 -3.7 1029.0 -9.5

1) '000 head, 31 March. 2) '000 tons

New Zealand

Cattle numbers stagnate in 1991, but herd rebuilding not compromised

115. Revised cattle numbers for June 1991 (although still provisional),
reveal different trends from those expected last December. Contrary to
earlier estimates., both dairy and beef cow numbers decreased last year,
resulting in a slight reduction of total cattle inventories. In the
meantime, total cattle slaughter increased by about 4 per cent, and the
participation of female cattle cull in the total mix was up compared to
1990. Nonetheless, this slowdown or interruption is not expected to
compromise the continuation of herd rebuilding and current forecasts put
cattle numbers up by 6 per cent and 3.5 per cent in 1992 and 1993,
respectively. Such projections are related to the expected relative
strengthening of profitability of beef production compared to sheep
farming.

Production to continue rising...

116. Last year, increased cattle slaughter and improved weights due to
plentiful feed supplies and higher slaughtering of heavier bull beef cattle
of dairy origin, led to a 4.4 per cent production growth. Despite herd
rebuilding, production is foreseen to rise by a further 4 per cent this
year and by more than 7 per cent in 1993. Increased slaughter is expected
this year and average weights should rise again. Furthermore, larger
numbers of dairy breed bull calves are been retained for beef production.
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NEW ZEALAND
BEEF EXPORTS TO ASIA

Japan
42%

Taiwan@
22%

Hong Kong
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Taiwan
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... Korea
10% Hong Kong

Singapore 14%
11% Singapore

10%

1990
115 Thousand tons

Japan

Korea
23%
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115 Thousand tons

...and goes to the export market

117. Most of the production rise went to the export market. Thus, and
contrary to the last December estimates, per capita beef consumption rose
only marginally to 32.7 kgs., compared to 32.5 kgs. in 1990, despite stable
beef retail prices (lower in real terms). Real cattle prices went down by
5 per cent due to lower beef prices in the United States, which absorbs
some 75 per cent of the New Zealand exports. Despite the VRA imposed by
the United States, total exports increased by almost 10 per cent last year,
reaching 458 thousand tons. The rise was the result of higher sales to
the U.S., but also and especially to the Republic of Korea, which surpassed
Japan (to which sales fell by almost 50 due to the market situation there)
as third major market after Canada, and Taiwan which now appears as the
fourth major export destination. Total beef and veal exports in 1992 are
expected to show small rise, reflecting increased production and stagnant
domestic demand.
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%Change Forecast %Change
1990 1991 1991/90 1992 1992/91

Cattle and calf
numbers 1): 8065.0 8062.5 0.0 8550.0 6.0

Beef and veal 2):

Production 509.9 532.3 4.4 554.0 4.1

Consumption 109.2 110.7 1.4 111.5 0.7

Exports 417.5 457.9 9.7 465.0 1.6

1) '000 head, 30 June. 2)'000 tons, calendar year

Despite falling dairy cattle prices, stable
the continuation of herd rebuilding

beef cattle prices allow for

118. Last February census indicates that cattle and calf numbers in Japan
were close to 5 million head, up by 2.4 per cent, compared to one year
earlier. The rise, initiated in 1989, was largely due to higher beef
cattle numbers, reflecting relatively stable prices for this category of
cattle, especially when compared to prices of dairy cattle. After falling
15 per cent in 1990, the latter fell by a further 24 per cent last year.
As a result, dairy cows' numbers increased only marginally, while dairy
heifers' inventories fell.

Beef production grows and stocks decrease

119. Although 62 per cent of Japanese beef is produced from dairy cattle,
increased cattle slaughter (+4.2 per cent) last year largely reflected
higher numbers of Wagyu cattle and led to a similar percentage growth of
beef production. Faced with rising stocks, the Japanese authorities
decided to release them to the market since April. 1991 and, by the end of
the year stocks totalled 106 thousand tons, 33 per cent lower than year
earlier.

Despite economic slowdown, beef consumption rises faster than in the past

120. In 1991, per capita beef consumption went up by 8 per cent. Part of
the rise seems due to the market liberalization process initiated on
1 April 1991. From April 1991 to January 1992, per capita beef consumption
increased by 4.2 per cent on average, compared to 2.8 per cent during the
same period of 1990-91. Even if the rise is also partly explained by
promotional efforts at the starting period of liberalization, last year's
8 per cent growth compares with an annual 6.2 per cent average increase in

Japan
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the last 5 years. In 1991, retail prices for both the domestic and the
imported beef, were slightly above one year earlier. Imported beef prices
rose faster than domestic beef prices, but were on average about a third of
the latter. Prices seem to have levelled-off in the beginning of 1992.

Imports fall in 1991. but should resume this year

121. During the first half of 1991, Japanese imports increased by 8 per
cent (the rise was particularly strong after the liberalization in April
and May). However, the accumulation of stocks and their subsequent release
to the domestic market, as well as weak demand in June, led to a 25 per
cent reduction of imports during the second half of the year. For the year
as a whole, imports were 10 per cent below 1990. It is believed that in
1992, when LIPC stocks have been reabsorbed and import tariff rates will
decrease to 60 per cent, beef imports will be up on 1991 levels. Australia
continues to be the major supplier of the Japanese market followed by the
United States and far behind and decreasingly, New Zealand.

%Change Forecast %Change
1990 1991 1991/90 1992 1992/91

Cattle and calf
numbers 1): 4760.0 4863.0 2.2 4980.0 2.4

Beef and veal 2):

Production 551.0 574.0 4.2 590.0 3) 2.8

Consumption 1067.0 1142.0 7.0 1190.0 3) 4.2

Imports 557.0 500.0 -10.2 580.0 3) 16.0

Stocks 159.0 106.0 -33.3 ... ...

1) '000 head, 1 February 2) '000 tons 3) Source: USDA


